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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) has a desktop application to collect leads for marketing campaigns. UC wants to extend this
application to integrate with Salesforce to create leads. Integration between the desktop application and Salesforce
should be seamless. What Authorization flow should the Architect recommend? 

A. JWT Bearer Token Flow 

B. Web Server Authentication Flow 

C. User Agent Flow 

D. Username and Password Flow 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) uses Salesforce for its customer service agents. UC has a proprietary system for order
tracking which supports Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) based single sign-on. The VP of customer service
wants 

to ensure only active Salesforce users should be able to access the order tracking system which is only visible within
Salesforce. 

What should be done to fulfill the requirement? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Setup Salesforce as an identity provider (IdP) for order Tracking. 

B. Set up the Corporate Identity store as an identity provider (IdP) for Order Tracking, 

C. Customize Order Tracking to initiate a REST call to validate users in Salesforce after login. 

D. Setup Order Tracking as a Canvas app in Salesforce to POST IdP initiated SAML assertion. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to give customers the ability to submit and manage issues with their purchases. It
is important for NTO to give its customers the ability to login with their Amazon credentials. What should an identity
architect recommend to meet these requirements? 

A. Configure a predefined authentication provider for Amazon. 

B. Create a custom external authentication provider for Amazon. 

C. Configure an OpenID Connect Authentication Provider for Amazon. 
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D. Configure Amazon as a connected app. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal containers (UC) would like to enable self - registration for their salesforce partner community users. UC wants
to capture some custom data elements from the partner user, and based on these data elements, wants to assign the
appropriate profile and account values. Which two actions should the architect recommend to UC? Choose 2 answers 

A. Modify the communitiesselfregcontroller to assign the profile and account. 

B. Modify the selfregistration trigger to assign profile and account. 

C. Configure registration for communities to use a custom visualforce page. 

D. Configure registration for communities to use a custom apex controller. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

The CMO of an advertising company has invited an Identity and Access Management (IAM) specialist to discuss
Salesforce out-of-box capabilities for configuring the company*s login and registration experience on Salesforce
Experience 

Cloud. 

The CMO is looking to brand the login page with the company\\'s logo, background color, login button color, and
dynamic right-frame from an external URL. 

Which two solutions should the IAM specialist recommend? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Use Experience Builder to build branded Reset and Forgot Password pages. 

B. Build custom pages for branding requirements in Experience Cloud. 

C. Build custom site pages for reset and forgot password features. 

D. Login and Registration pages can be branded in the Community Administration settings. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal containers (UC) has a custom, internal-only, mobile billing application for users who are commonly out of the
office. The app is configured as a connected App in salesforce. Due to the nature of this app, UC would like to take the
appropriate measures to properly secure access to the app. Which two are recommendations to make the UC? Choose
2 answers 
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A. Disallow the use of single Sign-on for any users of the mobile app. 

B. Require high assurance sessions in order to use the connected App 

C. Use Google Authenticator as an additional part of the logical processes. 

D. Set login IP ranges to the internal network for all of the app users profiles. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

What are three capabilities of Delegated Authentication? Choose 3 answers 

A. It can be assigned by Custom Permissions. 

B. It can connect to SOAP services. 

C. It can be assigned by Permission Sets. 

D. It can be assigned by Profiles. 

E. It can connect to REST services. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers wants to implement Single Sign-on for a Salesforce org using an external Identity Provider and
corporate identity store. 

What type of authentication flow is required to support deep linking\\' 

A. Web Server OAuth SSO flow 

B. Service-Provider-Initiated SSO 

C. Identity-Provider-initiated SSO 

D. StartURL on Identity Provider 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Container\\'s (UC) identity architect needs to recommend a license type for their new Experience Cloud site
that will be used by external partners (delivery providers) for reviewing and updating their accounts, downloading files
provided by UC and obtaining scheduled pickup dates from their calendar. 

UC is using their Salesforce production org as the identity provider for these users and the expected number of
individual users is 2.5 million with 13.5 million unique logins per month. 
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Which of the following license types should be used to meet the requirement? 

A. External Apps License 

B. Partner Community License 

C. Partner Community Login License 

D. Customer Community plus Login License 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants its customers to use phone numbers to log in to their new digital portal, which was
designed and built using Salesforce Experience Cloud. In order to access the portal, the user will need to do the
following: 

1.

 Enter a phone number and/or email address 

2.

 Enter a verification code that is to be sent via email or text. What is the recommended approach to fulfill this
requirement? 

A. Create a Login Discovery page and provide a Login Discovery Handler Apex class. 

B. Create a custom login page with an Apex controller. The controller has logic to send and verify the identity. 

C. Create an Authentication provider and implement a self-registration handler class. 

D. Create a custom login flow that uses an Apex controller to verify the phone numbers with the company\\'s verification
service. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A company with 15,000 employees is using Salesforce and would like to take the necessary steps to highlight or curb
fraudulent activity. 

Which tool should be used to track login data, such as the average number of logins, who logged in more than the
average number of times and who logged in during non-business hours? 

A. Login Forensics 

B. Login Report 

C. Login Inspector 
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D. Login History 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers (UC) has implemented SAML-based SSO solution for use with their multi-org Salesforce
implementation, utilizing one of the the orgs as the Identity Provider. One user is reporting that they can log in to the
Identity Provider org but get a generic SAML error message when accessing the other orgs. Which two considerations
should the architect review to troubleshoot the issue? Choose 2 answers 

A. The Federation ID must be a valid Salesforce Username 

B. The Federation ID must is case sensitive 

C. The Federation ID must be in the form of an email address. 

D. The Federation ID must be populated on the user record. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 13

An identity architect wants to secure Salesforce APIs using Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML). For secunty
purposes, administrators will need to authorize the applications that will be consuming the APIs. Which Salesforce
OAuth authorization flow should be used? 

A. OAuth 2-0 SAML Bearer Assertion Flow 

B. OAuth 2.0 JWT Bearer Flow 

C. SAML Assertion Flow 

D. OAuth 2.0 User-Agent Flow 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

customer service representatives at Universal containers (UC) are complaining that whenever they click on links to case
records and are asked to login with SAML SSO, they are being redirected to the salesforce home tab and not the
specific case record. What item should an architect advise the identity team at UC to investigate first? 

A. My domain is configured and active within salesforce. 

B. The salesforce SSO settings are using http post 

C. The identity provider is correctly preserving the Relay state 

D. The users have the correct Federation ID within salesforce. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

A manufacturer wants to provide registration for an Internet of Things (IoT) device with limited display input or
capabilities. Which Salesforce OAuth authorization flow should be used? 

A. OAuth 2.0 JWT Bearer How 

B. OAuth 2.0 Device Flow 

C. OAuth 2.0 User-Agent Flow 

D. OAuth 2.0 Asset Token Flow 

Correct Answer: B 
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